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Summary: Model and Data Qualitatively ConsistentModel: Melitz (2003) + a model of output and input �quality�.� Observable impliations:
◮ Positive orrelation between output prie and size.
◮ Positive orrelation between input prie and size.Data: Unit values for outputs, inputs, and size for the universe ofColumbian manufaturing plants.� Results:
◮ Positive orrelation between output unit value and size.
◮ Positive orrelation between input unit value and size.
◮ Industries with more sope for �quality� more positiveorrelations. 2 / 7



Size-Input Premium is CompellingSize-input premium:� Larger plants pay higher pries than smaller plants for inputswith the same observable harateristis.Very similar to size-wage premium (whih they �nd as well):� Larger �rms/plants pay higher wages than smaller plants/�rmsto workers with the same observable harateristis.� Brown and Medo� (1989) and Oi and Idson (1999)Their model provides an explanation for both� But what about existing and alternative theories of size-wagepremium? 3 / 7



Is the Size-Input Premium First Order?Coe�ients from regression of size/output on input unit value seemsmall.Question: How muh more is a plant the size of the average exporterpaying for inputs than a plant the size of the average non-exporter?� Size: Average Exporter = 193, Average Non-Exporter = 56.� Coe�ients ) Exporter pays: 1:5% more on inputs,18% more to workers.
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Impliations for Trade are (Potentially) Di�erentInputs are reproduible and traded, labor is not.Trade liberalization)� High quality inputs heaper ) higher quality output.
◮ Additional soure of gains from trade?� But quality of labor is �xed (in the short run) ) onstraints onthe ability to produe higher quality outputs.
◮ Dampen the gains from trade?
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Impliations for Trade are (Potentially) Di�erentInputs are reproduible and traded, labor is not.Trade liberalization)� High quality inputs heaper ) higher quality output.
◮ Additional soure of gains from trade?� But quality of labor is �xed (in the short run) ) onstraints onthe ability to produe higher quality outputs.
◮ Dampen the gains from trade?Formal impliations of trade liberalization should be derived usingthe model.� At least qualitatively. Quantitatively � even better. 5 / 7



I Believe in the Story � See My Own WorkWaugh (2009): Human Capital, Produt Quality, and Bilateral Trade� A simple model of tehnology adoption:
◮ Produers make deisions regarding the quality of inputs giventhe human apital of workers in that ountry.
◮ Quality of inputs = tehnology.� Result:
◮ Produers with high human apital workers hose high qualityinputs ) similar orrelations between wages and input pries.
◮ Aounts for 90 perent of the variation in bilateral trade; twiethe amount relative to alternative models 6 / 7



Summary of My ThoughtsI believe the story and size-input premium is ompelling.� Their paper is a unique ontribution in this dimension.But size-wage premium seems �rst order.� The numbers suggest this.� Poliy impliations for labor markets seem di�erent.
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